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RELATING TO RELATIVES:
THE CYCLICITY OF SIMPL

Ayesha Kidwai & Rosmin Mathew1

Jawaharlal Nehru University

In a design of FL in which a bar on the parallel computation of syntactic objects (SOs) would
be a stipulation, it is natural to assume that multiple SOs are unified into a unique SOM by
Spell-Out. Standardly, this unification is understood to follow from the operation of Merge
(Chomsky 1995, 1998, 1999, 2001, 2005a, 2005b), whose properties are listed below:

(1) Merge
Merge is a symmetric binary operation that constructs a set {X, Y} from two SOs, X
and Y, where an SO is (i) either a word (lexical item), or (ii) a set (‘bare phrase
marker’) of the form K={LB, {A, B}}, with A, B SOs, and LB the label of the set. Merge
may be either external – in which case Y is outside X -- or internal -- in which case Y
is from within X.

(Adapted from Hinzen 2005:187)

Iterable unbounded Merge takes the n SOs already formed to construct from them a new
one. For selected SOs, this follows trivially, as here Merge operating in concert with Agree,
defined as in (2), requires that the SO be Set-Merged (i.e. Merge+Agree) as a sister to its
selector.

(2) Agree
The binary relation Agree holds between Probe  P and Goal G, which deletes
uninterpretable features under Match, iff both P and G are active, and G is in the
minimal search domain of P.

Computation in parallel is thus relatively short-lived for selected SOs. The same cannot be
said for unselected SOs however, who do not Agree, and do not need to merge, with any
other SO. Given the empirical fact that natural language does not seem to treat adjuncts as
in any fundamental way “disassociated”, unselected SOs must call up an application of
unbounded Merge that does not implicate Agree -- dubbed Pair-Merge by Chomsky (2001).

Pair-Merge, Chomsky argues, has the essential semantic contribution of “predicate
composition”, and is distinguished by the following properties:

(I) Pair Merge and forms the ordered pair <α, β>, where β and α are SOs.
(II) Pair Merge of β to α applies cyclically. β behaves throughout as if it were in a simple

structure formed by set-Merge, but α is invisible to the operations of the narrow
syntax. 2

                                                  

1 We are indebted to Noam Chomsky, Vijay Kumar, Prabir Purukayastha, and Rahul Roy for their insights on
various questions that we have been confronted with while working on this paper. We also thank audiences
at Jawaharlal Nehru University, Delhi University, and IIT Bombay, where portions of this work were
presented. The first author’s research has received funding from a UPOE grant from the UGC.

2 Noam Chomsky (personal communication) clarifies the allusion ‘being on another plane in BEA “is supposed
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(III) In <α, β>, α is spelled out where β is.

On a first appraisal, Chomsky’s proposals engender a typology of Merge itself, fracturing
the sense of a uniform binary extendable operation. While Set-Merge may be both external
and internal, Pair-Merge may be only external. While Set-Merge is ‘normal’ and yields both
“core” and “edge” semantic interpretations, Pair-Merge exists to serve an entirely different
(part of) SEM-IC altogether.

However, if Pair-Merge is invoked as an attempt to ameliorate a defect of the ‘normal’ Set-
Merge in meeting the requirements of the C-I interface, it is only a partial success, since the
operation also has the consequence of rendering Pair-Merged SOs invisible to the
computational system. To repair this contingent “imperfection”, another operation,
dubbed SIMPL by Chomsky (2001), is invoked, in order to make the adjunct SO visible to
computation in the PF and LF components:

(IV) SIMPL is an optional component of the operation TRANSFER, which hands over the
narrow syntax (NS) derivation to Φ and Σ.

(V) SIMPL converts <α, β> to {α, β}.

Presented in this synoptic manner, the above sketch casts Chomsky’s integration of
adjunction into the grammar as pure stipulation. In this paper, we show that such a
appraisal of Chomsky’s proposals is incorrect, and that in actuality the proposals are not
only conceptually well-motivated, they also usher in a far more constrained and rigorous
view of the syntax of adjunction than was hitherto available. At the same time, we argue
that some extensions are needed in order to fully naturalize Pair-Merge and SIMPL into a
theory of derivation by phase.

The paper divides into roughly two halves, with the first part amounting to a vritti in terms
of the classical Sanskrit tradition – that is, a commentary explaining the aphorisms in a
treatise -- of what we believe to be the correct understanding of Chomsky’s ideas on Merge,
Pair-Merge, Set-Merge, and SIMPL. The second half of the paper is a varttika – that which
submits the vritti to critical scrutiny – and evaluates the thesis by evidence from multiple
Pair-Merged relatives from English and Malayalam. Malayalam differs from English in
allowing (a) only restrictive interpretations for relative clauses, (b) wide scope for WH-
embedded in the relative, and (c) center-embedding. We show that these follow a corollary
of Chomsky’s proposals, once we recognize that the optionality of SIMPL is itself not
obligatory, and that SIMPLification interacts with other principles and parameters of FL.

Before we proceed, a caveat, and a clarification. First, the caveat. In what follows, we will
have virtually nothing to say about the relations that SIMPLified SOs enter into in the LF
and PF components, as our objective is a fuller appreciation of the nature of Pair-Merge and
the operation SIMPL. While we believe, with other researchers, that a survey of these
relations can serve crucial diagnostic and evidentiary purposes, such tools are of little
service in the context of partial or limited understanding. Now, for the clarification:
although our subject matter for the main will be the operation of Pair-Merge, we also keep
alive the older term “adjunction” and “adjunct” for quick reference to the properties that
earlier P&P approaches have identified to be prototypical to the operation.

                                                                                                                                                             

to be an informal aid to intuition”, and nothing more.
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1. Locating Pair-Merge: A Vritti

The recent history of the adjunction operation has been an eventful one, ranging variously
between the twin poles of admissibility to proscription. This nebulous status has had little
to do with theoretical fickleness, and much more to do with the difficulties of integrating
what emerged as a highly variegated operation into an interface–driven design of FL. The
familiar arguments (Chomsky 1995) against the inclusion of adjunction as an NS operation –
optionality, absence of feature valuation/checking, and impermeability to narrow syntactic
operations – have proved (in our view) conclusive for an elimination of derived adjunction
as a possible movement type, modulo a redistribution of its effects over edge-features and
movement in the PF component.

A similar redistribution is, however, not proven possible for the effects of base-generated
adjunction, such as temporal, locative, purposive, manner adjuncts, and relative clauses.
Chomsky’s proposals about Pair-Merge attempt to account for this residue. In his analysis,
the main opposition is between (External) Set-Merge and Pair-Merge, rather than Merge vs.
Pair-Merge, the difference reducing to the fact that only in the former and not the latter,
the relation of Agree is implicated.

Notice, however, that this in itself does not yield a full description of what Pair-Merge is --
given that Set-Merge is an operation Merge plus a relation Agree, the question is whether
there exists some other relation that operates in concert with Merge, yields Pair-Merge. In
other words, we must seek a candidate for the ? in the biconditional:

If Set-Merge = Merge+Agree
Then Pair-Merge = Merge+REL?

While FL admits a relation Agree, there is no quantifiable relation “Non-Agree” signifying
the absence of the relation Agree.3 Wielding Occam’s Razor, the most parsimonious
assumption would then be one that takes the operation Pair-Merge to be just the operation
Merge itself. In the next subsection, we explore the consequences of making this first cut.

1. 1 JustMerge: A Preliminary Definition

Consider the definition of Merge in (3) below, wherein Merge in conceived as a binary
operation that, taking two SOs, constructs a set out of them. Agree, as in (2), is then a
relation that holds between appropriate items of the set so constructed.

(3) Merge 
Merge is a symmetric binary operation that constructs a set {X, Y} from two SOs, X
and Y. Merge is subject to a No Tampering Condition (NTC):

i. Merge cannot break up X or Y, or add new features to them;
ii. Merge is invariably “to the edge.”

Although the conditions for the Merge operation are minimal, its application is restricted
by the NTC in (3b). As shown, the NTC has two parts, that: (i) capture the essence of the
Projection Principle from earlier times, and; (ii) reduce to the Extension Condition (ExCon)

                                                  

3 Although it may suffice for the purposes of implementation to consider Pair-Merge to be “driven” by the
requirements of a MOD feature, as Rubin (2004) does, we do not adopt this. In our view, a MOD-feature
checking account of Pair-Merge does not entail a relation sufficiently distinct from Agree, and it must be
stipulated that a MOD-feature-driven Merge necessarily calls up Pair-, but not Set-, Merge.
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of recent years (Chomsky 1995, 1998, 2001, 2005), by which syntactic operations may only
extend the tree at the root.

The question we ask is whether the ExCon actually restricts the application of Merge, or
does it hold of Agree. Given the existence of Pair-Merge, which is not necessarily to the
edge, and which need not necessarily yield binary branching (Chomsky 2005b: p. 16), it is in
fact Agree that seems to be the better candidate. We therefore restate (1) as (4), calling this
conception of Merge as JustMerge:

(3) JustMerge
JustMerge is a symmetric binary operation that constructs a set {X, Y} from two SOs,
X and Y. Merge cannot break up X, Y, or add new features to them.

The reading of the ExCon as a restriction on Agree must be derived from what we consider
labels to do. In Mathew (in progress) it is argued that Agree is a feature sharing operation,
in the sense of Pesetsky & Torrego (2004, 2005). When two Just-Merged LIs α and β Agree,
the label records the status of the feature-sharing relation, i.e. of the unvalued and/or
uninterpretable features that remain active in the computation. For the purposes of the
present discussion, then, any Agree relation established at a non-root node will entail a
counter-cyclic tampering with the system, because it will alter the status of the feature-
sharing relation previously reported at the root node label.4 JustMerge to the edge is
therefore the only valid way to Agree, which we now define as feature-sharing s in (4):

(4) Agree (Feature sharing)
An unvalued feature F (a probe) on a head H at syntactic location α (Fα) scans its
command domain for another instance of F (a goal) at location β (Fβ) with which to
Agree. Fα is replaced with Fβ, so that the same feature is present in both locations,
and the remaining unvalued and uninterpretable features, if any, are recorded on
the label.

In this system, as neither “edginess” nor labeling is a property of JustMerge, it is now
possible to equate Pair-Merge with JustMerge. In the next section, we ask the question
whether this is indeed true.

1. 2 Is JustMerge = Pair-Merge?

An immediate consequence of the preceding discussion is that the binary branching that
we normally consider to be a representation of Merge, as in (5), turns out to be one of
JustMerge+Agree. (5a) represents the recursive application of the operation JustMerge, (5b)
shows the mediation of JustMerge by Agree at each step:

                                                  

4 Our proposal is thus similar to Hornstein (2005). While our approaches share the intuition that labels record
Agree, ours does not subscribe to Hornstein’s thesis that labeling via Agree amounts to a recursive
renumeration of SOs Merged thus far as atoms – “labeling … is the operation that names the output of a
concatenation of atoms for one of the inputs thereby rendering type identical to one of the atoms.” Although
reasons of space prevent a fuller critique, the substance of it is that this recursive atomization does not have
substantial computational consequences, as he must retain the visibility of terminal elements for Copy
operation. Furthermore, we also take issue with Hornstein’s conclusion that labels that recapitulate the
history of derivation are “quite complex” – complex for what, and by what metric? Certainly so, if there is an
independent labeling algorithm, but not if labeling is a by-product of Agree. In fact, such complex labels will
minimize computational complexity, as the state of the system can easily be determined by a simple
inspection of the label.
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(5)  A
3

C A
3

a B
3

b x

Even though JustMerge is a binary operation, its output may well be a ternary structure,
and since it is not necessarily at the root, it may form new non-root nodes at well. (6)
represents (some of) the possible configurations that JustMerge yields:

(6) a.  A
6

s  x ——B
6

q  y

b.  A —————— B
6 6

s x y  q

c.  A
6

a ——————————— B
p 5

C x y

The effect of JustMerge here is simple set formation, and it is now transparently an
operation that does not by itself signal an alteration in the state of the system (if it did,
there should be some feature-sharing). The difference between the structures in (5) and (6)
is that while in the tree in (5) every SO has the potential to establish relation(s) -- such as c-
command, “argument-/topic-/subject-…of”, concord, and the like -- with every other SO,
this potential is absent for the non-Agreeing Just-Merged SOs in (6a-c).5 Let us term the
presence/absence of this property as a mutual “comparability” of all the members of a set,
taking comparability to be (loosely) a relation between two SOs. In (6a), it is not the SOs A
and B that are entirely comparable, rather a term (in the sense of Chomsky 1998) of SO A is
related to the SO B; in (6b), the term SO A is related to a term SO B; in (6c), both terms B and
SO C are in a relation with a.

Is this adjunction though? Not quite, as the symmetry6 of JustMerge does not yield the

                                                  

5 That is, JustMerge+Agree yields a total order relation on the SO (=set), whereas Pair-Merge yields a partial
order relation:

i. A total order on a set X is a binary relation R on X that is antisymmetric, transitive, and total.
ii. A partial order on a set X is a binary relation R that is reflexive, antisymmetric and transitive.
i. Antisymmetric: for all x and y in X, it holds that if xRy and yRx then x = y.
ii. Transitive: for all x, y and z in X, it holds that if xRy and yRz then xRz
iii. Total: for all x and y in X, it holds that xRy or yRx (or both).
iv. Reflexive: for all x in X it holds that xRx.

6 A binary relation R over a set X is symmetric iff for all x and y in X it holds that if xRy then yRx.

(a) JustMerge (b) Agree

b, x ={b,x} or {x,b} → {b{b,x}}

a, B={a,B} or {B,a} → {a{a,B}}

a, C={a,C} or {C,a} → {a{a,C}}

JustMerge

(a) x,B ={x,B}, or {B,x}

(b) A, B={A,B}}, or {B,A}

(c)
a, C={a,C}, or {C,a}

a, B={a,B}, or {B,a}
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asymmetry constitutive of adjunction – after all, to say that “α is adjoined to β” does not
entail that “β is adjoined to α”. Nor is adjunction transitive -- in (6a), the fact that B is
adjoined to x does not mean that B is adjoined to s. In order to capture this fundamental
property, we it must be that Pair-Merge, just like Agree, too involves a binary relation, i.e.
Pair-Merge is JustMerge operating in concert with another relation. Why should this
relation exist at all, and why must it not implicate Agree? We now argue that the answer to
the latter question constitutes the explanation for the former.

It is a truism that JustMerge+Agree builds successively larger and larger SOs starting from
the base set provided by the lexicon, i.e. from the information about selection. As it does so,
it enforces the relatedness of all terms in the SO to the base set, with the result that every
“edge interpretation” that is available to agreeing SOs is anchored in the base set. As a
consequence, as Chomsky remarks in BEA, argument structure can never be failed, as every
new interpretation that an edge feature provides inevitably subsumes within it the
“argument(s)-of” relation. Since this argument-of relation itself is derivative of lexical
selection by (unique or related) predicative heads, an SO built purely by JustMerge+Agree
will always also entail a ‘plane’ of primary predication.

But this is not all what humans conceptualize or wish to talk about – we perceive, and put
into words, that the primary predicate and/or its arguments may have
properties/attributes that are more local and individual to the predicate or any of its
arguments. This is impossible to express with JustMerge+Agree, as that always results in a
mutual comparability of terms in the SO and a subordination to the primary predication.
The relation JustMerge+Pair therefore exists to serve that part of SEM-IC that needs more
than “argument structure, and everything else built out of the semantics of argument structure”
– loosely, a ‘sharing of arguments’ across n predications, predication on properties, the
establishment of causal and temporal relations between distinct predications, and the like.

On this view, the statement (Hinzen 2005:177) that “adjuncts are things that are ‘not
needed’” does not capture the ‘essence’ of adjunction. Nor does it lead to the conclusion
that “adjunction, as an operation [is] more primitive than argument-taking, …does not
require the apparatus of hierarchical syntax.” JustMerge+Pair is necessary, and on any
reasonable theory of semantic interpretation, must be “read off” hierarchical structure. If
anything, predicate composition appears to involve a more, rather than less, ‘sophisticated’
syntax-semantics to get this composition right. Adjunction also does not come any “freer”
than JustMerge+Agree – after all, relative clauses and purposive adjuncts are not typically
cited as samples of the language of non-human primates. In strictly computational terms as
well, JustMerge+Pair is formally at par with JustMerge+ Agree, as both involve JustMerge
plus a binary relation.

The fact that adjuncts are immutable by NS operations is, in itself, an instance of the
perfection of language, rather than a defect. Think of the consequence that such a visibility
of the adjunct would have for satisfaction of the SEM-IC. If the adjunct SO were indeed
visible to a Probe in the main predication, it would, in effect, accord an adjunct the same
status as an argument, with the result that the interpretation of secondary predication
could never obtain. This property of Pair-Merge, far from being an imperfection is then the
result of beautiful design, as it ensures that a predicate composition semantics is never
lumped together with the “argument structure vs. everything else” semantics yielded by
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JustMerge+Agree.

This immunity of terms of JustMerge+Paired SOs (e.g. q in [6a]) to overt syntactic
operations is not stipulated either. Given that Internal Merge (IM) is itself a complex
operation of [Copy+[JustMerge+Agree]], and that the operation Copy must come free in the
system (cf. Chomsky 2005a), the immutability of terms of terms of adjunct SOs must trace
to the unavailability of Agree.7 As an absence of Agree is intrinsic to the relation Pair, this
immutability is predicted, without allusion to metaphors like “invisibility”.8

These observations notwithstanding, it would be incorrect to conclude along with Hinzen
(op .cit.) that adjunction “has no significant syntax at all”, as in a model such that allows
covert movement by providing the option of ordering Move after TRANSFER, there is
potentially much more “syntax” beyond Spell-out. The next section examines what may be
significant about adjuncts in the covert syntax.

1. 3 Design Consequences

The “real” syntax of JustMerge+Paired SOs begins after the NS, ‘closer’ to the C-I interface.
While JustMerge+Paired SOs may be islands for movement they are notoriously transparent
for relations based upon c-command, such as syntactic binding and NPI licensing. Post-
TRANSFER operations/relations must thus have access to all terms of such an SO, but this is
possible only if the non-comparability between the JustMerge+Pair SO and the main
predication is effaced by some operation, without eliding the information about the Pair
relation.

Moreover, as c-command (sister(contain)) is also relevant for the linearization of SOs, such
elimination must take place at a point when PF will also receive a tree that represents this
relation. In other words, the operation that effaces non-comparability must be at the point
of TRANSFER, and may only “affect” the output of JustMerge. This is why Chomsky
(2001:19) postulates SIMPL to be an operation that is “in effect part of Σ andΦ”, converts
<α, β> to {α,β}, e.g. (6a) to (7):

(7) A
6

s  x ← SIMPL
3

x B…

On the analysis of Agree as feature-sharing, (7) continues to represent the Pair relation, as
under this approach, the label that ‘projects’ is never identical to an LI. An identical label
will therefore signal JustMerge+Pair. No violations of the NTC obtain either,9 as reflexivity

                                                  

7 The Phase Impenetrability Condition (PIC) Chomsky (2001) may also be implicated, but not uniformly, as in
(6a), q could well be on the edge, either by base-generation or by internal raising within the SO B.

8 The reasons why the adjunct SO must be piedpiped by overt movement are quite mysterious if evaluated
from the perspective of a putative operation ‘Piedpipe’, but if viewed from the perspective of the NTC quite
straightforward -- for IM to break up an SO (which has for its purpose the structure of a compound) would be
a stipulated special ability. As a consequence, the adjunct must be spelt out in the domain of the head.

9 Of course, these observations have force only if the NTC constitutes something larger than a derivational
dictum, closer to a legibility condition on the outputs of FL.
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is a relation that comes for free under set inclusion – for any set A, A ⊆ A.10 In effect, then,
all that SIMPL does to establish comparability is to ‘employ an alternative notation’, as it
were.11 12

The fact that SIMPL is an operation of TRANSFER readily explains why an edge-feature of a
phasal head cannot be overtly satisfied by JustMerge+Pair. To see this, take SO A to be raised
from within SO B and JustMerge+Paired to SO B, as in (8a).

(8) a. A————————B b. B
5 3 3

A B…

Even setting aside the valid objection that no Agree relation may actually be established
here, (8b), the output of SIMPL, is still problematic. For one, the semantic import of
JustMerge+Pair would yield the interpretation of predicate composition here, rather than
the more familiar edge-related interpretations “argument of”, “topic of”, etc. Second, such
JustMerge+Pair can never be overtly realized, as even while SIMPLification would let SO A
surface on the ‘edge’ of SO B, this would not be recognized as overt movement, as the lower
copy of the adjunct would have spelt out at the same time as SIMPLification (Chomsky
2005).13

Note that SIMPL is necessary only to recover information insulated from the interfaces by
JustMerge+Pair, but it is not obligatory. If it does not apply, a predicate composition
semantics will not obtain, but, as we argue below, Spellout may spell out the SO. Appositive
expressions and relatives seem to be good candidates for the non-application of SIMPL to a
JustMerge+Paired SO, as the variable in the appositive cannot be given a bound variable
interpretation (cf. 9a), and no “reconstruction effects” obtain (cf. 9b). In both these cases, if
SIMPL did apply, we would expect a Principle C violation for (9b) and bound variable
interpretation in (9b).

(9) Every studenti, who*i attended my course, submitted a term paper.
Hei, whose name is Claudiusi, is blessed.

1. 4 The End of the Vritti

In the preceding discussion, we have laid out the conceptual framework within which we
believe Chomsky’s proposals about Pair-Merge can be appreciated in their entirety. In the
course of this exercise, we have introduced terminology that now has outlived its
elucidatory purpose, and before proceeding further, we must eliminate it.

To begin with, let us state the obvious that the JustMerge+Pair relation we have argued for

                                                  

10 Somewhat more technically, the SIMPLified structure retains the defining properties of a partial order, the
restatement of an ordered pair <x,B>, as set theoretically, in terms of set-inclusion yields the set ([x}, {x,b}}.

11 Of course with the proviso that such renotation does not falsely (e.g. counter-cyclically) alter the feature-
sharing state of the system.

12 Notice that In our system, even adjuncts, contra Hinzen (2005), need a label to be recognized after
SIMPLification. No labeling would obscure the fact that SIMPL exploits the free relation of reflexivity will not
be represented.

13 This is not to mean that a covert JustMerge+Pair satisfaction of phasal head features is automatically licit –
recall that IM requires Agree, and Agree is emphatically not the relation in JustMerge+Pair.
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is equivalent to Chomky’s Pair-Merge. Like the latter, it establishes a partial order relation
on a set constructed by Agree-less Merge. Furthermore, although we give the impression of
novelty in the way we disassociate Merge from the relation of Agree, and redefine it as a n-
ary operation of set-formation, the impression is patently false. Chomsky has consistently
distinguished the operation Merge from the relation Agree, as can be seen in (1) and (2),
and neither is he committed (2005b:p.16) to a binary Merge. In fact, he too locates the
binarity of Set-Merge in the binarity of Agree:

Without further stipulations, external Merge yields n-ary constituents. …It has
been generally assumed that these units are mostly, maybe always, binary. If so,
we would like to find a principled explanation. For internal Merge, it follows from
elementary conditions of efficient computation, within the probe-goal framework,
though precisely how this works raises interesting questions, with considerable
empirical bite. For external Merge, one source could be conditions of argument
structure imposed at the C-I interface.

Our purpose achieved, we can (and do, hereafter) revert to the standard terminology
Merge, Set Merge and Pair-Merge, but with fresh questions about the impact that the
option of Pair-Merge has on the derivational syntax of FL: How is Pair-Merge to be
conceived of in a system that permits a parallel computation of syntactic objects in a
derivation by phase theory of syntax?

2. The Varttika: Pair-Merge in a Phasal Syntax

One outstanding question about computation in parallel is its integration into a phase-
based theory of syntax. The puzzle can be formulated thus: Given that derivation proceeds
by computing subsets of a unique lexical array (LA) exhaustively, how is it that different
LAs can be computed in parallel, and enter into syntactic relations with each other?14

Appeals to notions like selection do not entirely dissolve the question, as sub-arrays are
defined by the phase heads that introduce them: “LAi contains an occurrence of C or v, …
exactly one occurrence if it is restricted as narrowly as possible” (Chomsky 1998: p.20).
Although the literature takes recourse to notions such as ‘workspace”, “derivational
space”, etc. in order to model parallel computation, such notions are inadequately
motivated. If these notions have an a priori theoretical justification, then it would be
expected that not only Merge, but also Agree and Move, should establish relations between
(as yet) disconnected SOs.15 Postulations about the properties of phases must then be
replaced by ones about workspaces, and their properties at TRANSFER. In fact, it is unclear
as to whether any of the usual assumptions about Internal Merge and Agree can be
maintained in such a scenario, as the search space for Agree and Internal Merge will be
“across” the workspace, rather than “down the tree”, thereby raising doubts about the

                                                  

14 An indicative example is the merger of a complement CP with its selecting predicate. Intuitively, the CP
must be built up before its merger as the complement of V/v*, but does this mean that the complement CP
LA is included in the sub-array headed by the matrix v*? How is it that a strong phase SO is introduced and
computed at the same time as a v*/v phase? Does the selecting verb “wait” for the LA of the complement to
be exhausted before the computation of the matrix phase begin?

15 As is the case in models with Multiple Spell-Out (MSO). Under the more restrictive assumptions we are
operating with here, the two basic ingredients that make an MSO syntax are proscribed. There are no
operations Copy and Remerge. We examine the validity of the MSO alternative in the concluding section.
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degree of computational complexity entailed by such assumptions.

We will be more conservative here, keeping to the simple understanding that, in the ‘big
picture’, computation in parallel involves the computation of different LAs in parallel.
While in some instances local to each LA, some SOs may assemble “first”, this chronology
has no real value for the evaluation of a phase or at the interface. After all, an improperly
assembled SO – e.g. one in which uninterpretable features remain unvalued -- crashes
equally spectacularly, irrespective of whether early or late assembly. If the derivation is
convergent, there are no discernable consequences of modeling the an SO to have been
assembled ‘early’ or ‘late’. We believe that our intuition of chronology, rather, is actually an
extrapolation from hierarchy, deriving from a salience of Agree , where we recognize the
Merge of, say, a complement to be “lower” than a specifier, not “earlier”.

If there are only convergent or crashing SOs, and they are determined to be so only at the
phase-level, it follows that our models cannot admit any syntactic operations that exploit
or make crucial reference to a stage during the derivation; in other words, neither look-
ahead, nor look-around must be permitted. Sideward movement (Nunes & Uriagereka 2000,
Nunes 2002) is a case in point, and is distinguished by a productive use of an operation
called Copy, which copies terms from one SO to ReMerge them into another. Such intra-
arboreal Copy and Remerge may take place between SOs assembled in parallel only when
the SOs are not Merged to each other. In order to prevent the copying of non-active SOs,
such operations have to be “timed” to take place while both SOs contain an active feature.

We do not ascribe to these derivational proposals because of the computational complexity
they entail, especially given that if we abandon the theoretical postulations of Copy and
Remerge, the empirical effects and motivations for intra-arboreal movement dissolve.
Rather, we shall hold that the parallel computation of LAs has little or no significance for
the computation within each SO, necessarily a phase. Further, each phase must be
assembled in blinkered independence. Unbounded iterable Merge may take these SOs and
align them, thereby creating the conditions for the relation Agree or Pair. If Agree holds,
we have the effects of primary predication; if Pair holds, then we have the effects of
secondary predication/predicate composition.16

2.1  Pair-Merge in Parallel Computation

To begin the discussion, observe that the line of argumentation pursued here provides for a
relatively constrained distribution of Pair-Merge. In the normal case, we expect SOs in
which all feature-sharing relations are complete to be the best candidates – otherwise, the
derivation will crash after SIMPL (at PF), as the inertness of heads on the completion of a
phase will allow an uninterpretable feature to survive, unvalued/unmarked for deletion, to
the interface.

(10) In a configuration …[α [HP H0 β  ]], the head H of HP is inert after the phase is
completed, triggering no further operations.

For similar reasons Pair-Merge must be overt, as SIMPL applies only at the point of
TRANSFER, with the result that covert adjunction can never be SIMPLified, even though the

                                                  

16 These two relations may constitute the entire set of relations that are admitted in the NS, although the
relation pair may yield a greater variety of interpretations than set-Merge..
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predicate composition interpretation may still be obtained.

How does the system we have sketched so far incorporate Chomsky’s insight that an SO A is
Pair-Merged to SO B only after SO B has been Set-Merged into some other SO? Taking a
relative clause as an example, in which Chomsky suggest that α is merged to β only after α
(=N) has Set-Merged as a complement of D and then V.

(11) he [V saw [D the [β man [α that John liked]]]]

This analysis claims that it is [D <β,α>] that compositionally receives a theta-role and
squares well with what semanticists have long argued to be the correct analysis of relative
clauses – of adjunction to nominals as compared to DP. Partee (1973, 1975, 2005; see also
Grosu 2005) argues that adjoining the relative clause to DP does not yield a structure that
can be interpreted compositionally, but an adjunction to N/NP one does, provided it is
recognized “that the relative clause does not express a complete proposition, and contains
a free variable (rather than a trace/copy) variable in the embedded NP position” (2005).

While this conformity to the expectations of semanticists is a bonus, Chomsky’s proposals
raise a question that is important in the light of the preceding discussion – do Chomsky’s
proposals indicate the necessity of postulating a ‘later’ timing of Pair-Merge vis-à-vis Set-
Merge, and/or the notion of a pre-theoretical designation of a primary SO? If either of
these is true, then, contrary to our understanding, chronology must be inherent to
syntactic derivation.

We do not think that what is being signaled here is the primacy of one of the SOs, but the
priority that a “local” Agree relation gets, by virtue of the fact that it eliminates unvalued
uninterpretable features. This is because of the feature-sharing nature of Agree, which
requires two active labels, as compared to Pair-Merge, which requires that the label of the
Pair-Merged SO to be inactive. Failure to satisfy the Agree relation first is then intuitively a
violation of the economy principle of Greed in its recension as “feature strength.
Formulating it in terms of the case at hand, the question is why does natural language, of
the two derivational routes17 available, choose (12) over (13):

(12) LA1 = {he, saw, the, man}  LA2 = {that John liked e}

i. Set Merge {D} {N}; {{V}{D,N}} Set-Merge to get CP
ii. Pair-Merge {CP},{N}

(13) LA1 = {he, saw, the, man}  LA2 = {that John liked e}

i. Introduce V and N Set-Merge to get CP
ii. Pair-Merge {N}{CP}
iii. Set Merge {{V}{N,CP}}

The reasons why (13) is not an option are now obvious. (13) necessitates making the
computation ‘wait’ for the assembly of man with a term that is not even included in LA1.

                                                  

17 The theoretically aware reader will protest our suppression of alternative analyses of the derivation of
relative clauses, including the proposals (Kayne 1994, Bianchi) for a raising analysis of relative clauses. As our
purpose here is on pair-merged SOs -- and not Set-Merged ones, as a raising analysis of relative clauses
would make them out to be – we confidently out them aside.
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Concretely, this means that the computation must desist from Set-Merging man solely
because it “knows” that LA2 will eventually modify LA1. As this is not even Set-Merge, no
Agree motivation can be given for such delay – thus (13) involves a clear case of look-ahead.
Further, as the computation of LA2 must involve a look-around for an N outside its LA.18

Summarizing, our understanding of computation in parallel is given by the principle in (14)
from which the slight derivational lateness of Pair-Merge, and Set-Merge across SOs follows
without stipulation. This lateness has no real significance for evaluation though, as at the
point of TRANSFER, we must have a unique SO.

(14) The Principle of Blinkered Independence
{LA1},{LA2},…{LAn} are computed independently to yield {SO1},{SO2},…{SOn}, such that
the functioning terms of (SO1},{SO2},…{SOn} are drawn only from their respective LAs
{LA1},{LA2},… {LAn}.

Corollary: External Merge may access (SO1},{SO2},…{SOn} only after their respective Las,
{LA1},{LA2},… {LAn} are exhausted.

2.1.1. An example: Multiple Relatives

As an example, consider the familiar accumulative nursery rhyme, which recursively stacks
relative clauses:

This is the house that Jack built.
This is the malt that lay in the house that Jack built.
This is the rat, that ate the malt that lay in the house that Jack built. …

Each relative clause is constitutes an LA distinct from the LA of the main predication.
Concretely, take (a modified version of) the last verse above as a basis for discussion in (15).
Besides readings of the relative clauses as appositives, at least four19 different legitimate
restrictive readings determined by the site of Pair-Merge obtain, the semantics of which is
represented informally by repeating the nominal that the relative modifies.

In (15a), each relative clause modifies a noun in an SO identified by the preceding number;
so SO4 is Pair-Merged to r, SO3 to q, and SO2 is Pair-Merged to s. In (15b), on the other hand,
SO2, SO3, and SO4 are all Pair-Merged to s. In (15c), while SO2 is Pair-Merged to p, SO3 and
SO4 to q. Finally, in (15d), while SO2 and SO4 are Pair-Merged to p, SO3 is Pair-Merged to q.

(15) This is the rat that ate the malt that lay in the house that Jack saw

a. (rat that ate the malt) (malt that lay in the house) (house that Jack saw).

                                                  

18 The above reasoning also extends to the complement CP case in fn. 14. If the matrix SO and the embedded
one are to be assembled separately, then it cannot be that the computation of the matrix LA does not begin
until the complement CP is ready to be external Merged to it. Our approach to this conundrum (cf. Mathew &
Kidwai 2006a,b) is that there is actually little evidence that a complement CP needs to be Set-Merged in a
theta-position at the very beginning of a phase, taking off from Barbiers’ (2000) observation that
“proposition” is not a theta-role.

19 Actually, there are at least two more interpretations/orders:
i. this is the rat, (rat) that Jack saw, that ate the malt that (malt) lay in the house
ii. this is the rat that (rat) ate the malt that (malt) lay in the house, (rat)that Jack saw

We consider these to be different linearizations by extraposition (see fn. 18) of (15c/d), and therefore do not
consider them further.
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SO1
6

… p ——SO2
6

… q ——SO3
6

… r ——SO4
6

b. (rat that ate the malt) (rat that lay in the house) (rat that Jack saw).

SO1 SO4
6 6

…  
p

SO2 SO3
6 6

c. (rat that ate the malt) (malt that lay in the house) (malt that Jack saw).

SO1
6

… p ——SO2
6

… q ————SO3
6

SO4
6

d. (rat that ate the malt) (rat that Jack saw). (malt that lay in the house)

SO1  SO4
6 6

… p ——SO2
6

… q ————SO3
6

The four interpretations in (15a-d) are the result of distinct derivational histories in terms
of Pair-Merge,20 all equally licit in the conceptual framework we have laid out here.
Multiple Pair-Merge in (15b-d) is entailed by no look-around, so that each SO does not in

                                                  

20 The cue that these histories are indeed distinct comes from prosody -- as Frank(2005) points out at least two
of these interpretations – (15a,b) – have distinct prosodic realizations shown below:

i. This is (the cat that killed (the rat that ate (the malt that lay in (the house that Jack built))))
ii. (This is the cat) (that killed the rat) (that ate the malt) (that lay in the house) (that Jack built)
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effect “see” what the others are doing.21

What this derivational schema cannot explain is the fact that the interpretation in (16a) is
impossible for example (15), as the structure (16b) that obtains at TRANSFER would not be
(any more) unusual than the others in (15), where SO3 and SO2 are Pair-Merged to p, and
SO4 is Pair-Merged to q:

(16) a.  (rat that ate the malt) (rat that lay in the house) (malt that Jack saw)22

 b. SO1 SO3
6 6

…  p

SO2 SO4
6 6

q

The important thing to note is that it is not as if the interpretation in (16) is always
unavailable – it is, as (17) shows, if the adjunct is placed in what intuitively seems to be the
“correct” position – i.e. as in Chomsky’s proposals, an adjunct must be spelt out with the
nominal it modifies.

(17) a. This is the rat that lay in the house that ate the malt that Jack saw.
b. This is the rat that ate the malt that lay in the house that Jack saw

If this conclusion is the correct one, then the burden of an explanation for the
unacceptability of (16a) shifts from the economy of derivation, as desired, to economy
constraints on SIMPL, as the possibility of such a derivation is not excluded in itself. In the
next subsection, we examine the syntax of SIMPLification that yields this, and other
interesting results.

2. 3 SIMPLification

To begin with, let us recapitulate what, following Chomsky, we conceive to be the chief
attributes of the SIMPL operation.

(18) The properties of SIMPL
a. SIMPL is an operation is part of Φ and Σ, that applies at TRANSFER.
b. SIMPL converts <α, β> to {α,β}, where α is Pair-Merged to β.
c. SIMPL is not obligatory, and need not apply.
d. SIMPL may output n-ary branching structures.
e. The output of SIMPL is a labeled category, whose label is identical to the label of β.

Does SIMPLification happen all-at-once, or recursively for every Pair-Merged structure? In
particular, what is the relationship between SIMPL and Spell-Out? In this section, we

                                                  

21Note that there is no pre-theoretically defined ‘plane of primary predication’ here, as Pair-Merge to what
will ultimately become an adjunct on another SO has a uniform character. Rather, the intuition that there is
indeed a main plane comes from the state of the system at Spell-Out/TRANSFER.

22 Notice that (16) does not admit an analysis of the relative clauses appearing in the ‘wrong position’ as having
been extraposed. This indicates to us that extraposition must in fact be truly late, a post-syntactic operation
that does not leave a copy – if it did, then ‘reconstruction’ to an original attachment site should yield the
interpretation in (17) for (16).
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explore two possible conceptualizations of this relationship, as symbiosis vs. autonomy.
Although we eventually settle on the latter, we think that the former merits some space, as
it serves to justify the latter.

Before we go down this route, we must put in place the understanding that is shared
between the two conceptions – in effect, everything that has been argued so far about the
nature of Pair-Merge and SIMPL. Just to recapitulate, we consider SIMPL to be an iterable
operation that works pair-by pair, for each ordered pair encounters. To see this, we
consider briefly the cases in (15a) and (15b), whose structures after SIMPLification would be
(19a), and (19b) respectively:

(19) a. rat b. rat
2

rat CP2
2 rat …malt …house … Jack

… malt
2

malt CP3
2

… house
2

house CP4

SIMPLification in (19a) results in binary branching, and is in contrast with (20), where
SIMPL yields n-ary branching and a reading in which the relative clauses restrict a unique
head noun.23 However, this does not entail any reformulation of SIMPL, as this ternary
branching results from the “Noah’s Ark” property of the operation. (19b), in our analysis, is
not yielded by an all-at-once SIMPLification of a set or relative clause adjuncts vis-à-vis the
head nominal, but by pair-wise SIMPLification of the head with each adjunct. This also
explains why (15c,d) may instantiate a mixing of binary and n-ary branching SIMPLification
in the domain of a single nominal head.

It is also plausible to assume that SIMPL must apply top-down universally, as in a system
that only derivationally marks out the (temporary) “endpoints” of derivations, operations
must work backwards. For Spellout, this will certainly be true for derivations that contain

                                                  

23 A binary branching SIMPLified structure seems impossible for (19b), if we keep to minimal assumptions.
Suppose that in order to avoid ending up with a structure that resembles (19b), we make multiple copies of
the head noun, and attach each restrictive relative to it, as in (21). Aside from the problems attendant on
instituting an Copy operation autonomous from IM, the structure would end up misrepresenting set-
membership – Pair-Merge here does not yield a set in which each restrictive relative is included in the next
higher one.

(i) rat
2

rat CP
2

… rat
2

rat CP
2

… rat
2

rat CP
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no clausal arguments, as CP will be the relevant stage of the derivation at which Spellout
may apply. The point of TRANSFER is thus determined not by the phasal status of the Pair-
Merged SOs, but by the phase that counts as a TRANSFER stage for the main plane, as then
only the root label of the SO thus far formed will be inspected to determine whether the SO
is ready for TRANSFER.24

Finally, the two analyses also make the same predictions about a post-TRANSFER covert
syntax, as SIMPL and Spellout (both being part of TRANSFER) would have applied by then.
In both the symbiotic and autonomy conceptions, then, the fact that SIMPL cannot undo
the islandhood of a Pair-Merged SO will follow from the same reason – the Phase
Impenetrability Condition (PIC) in (20), which will bar the covert extraction of any LI out of
the adjunct:

(20) The Phase Impenetrability Condition

In the structure [ZP=PH1... Z... [HP=PH2 XP [H YP]]]

Spellout for PH1 is at PH2, where PH2 is a strong phase. The domain of H, for strong
phase HP, is not accessible to operations at ZP, but only H and its edge (where edge is
the residue outside of H).

Rather, the contestation between two conceptions is in the way that structures that are to
be SIMPLified are identified.25 In the symbiotic conception, we suppose that SIMPL ‘free-
rides’ on the other obligatory operation that applies at TRANSFER – Spell-Out, which scans
the tree to strip phonetic features from every leaf. Then, every time Spell-Out encounters a
Pair-Merged structure, identifiable by the lack of a label, SIMPL is invoked. Then, in (19),
SIMPL is invoked when the first ordered pair {rat, CP1} is encountered. SIMPL then feeds
Spell-Out, which then traverses down the path opened up by SIMPL, to find {malt, CP2},
which it then SIMPLifies. That path now visible, Spell-Out traverses down it, where it
encounters another ordered pair, and so on.

On this account, the fact that adjuncts spell out with their heads is not only a consequence
of the nature of Pair-Merge, but also flows from the greediness of the Spell-Out algorithm.
The explanation of the impossibility of the interpretation in (16) would then follow from
the collapse of this symbiosis. Taking (21) to be the appropriate SIMPLified structure to
yield the correct semantics, the unacceptability of (16) is because the adjunct has not spelt
out along with its head.

 (21) rat
2

rat rat
2 2

… malt … house
2 2

… Jack … house

                                                  

24 We do not think that the option of an individual Spellout of SOs before they connect to the main plane, as
adopted by MSO approaches is a computationally efficient, as this requires the implicit adoption of a buffer
where spelled out SOs are ‘stored’, as they wait for the main plane to Spellout.

25 In either conception, however, SIMPL is not reducible to Spell-Out. SIMPL does not apply wherever Spell-
Out does, and even where the conditions for its application are met, applies only optionally.
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Attractive as this analysis appears, the problem with it is virtually all its foundational
assumptions lack the force of intuition. Why should we necessarily have to conceive Spell-
Out as a tree-traversal algorithm, and not as an all-at-once operation, i.e. can we discern a
good empirical reason as to why FL makes this computationally more complex choice? Why
should Spell-Out be unable to traverse non-binary branching structures, and why should it
alone be the operation that can “recognize” a Pair-Merge structure, when the system so
clearly flags them out?

For these compelling reasons, no stipulation about the relationship between Spell-Out and
SIMPL is required to achieve the results we want here. Suppose then, we make the natural
assumption that SIMPL and Spell-out are autonomous and self-sufficient. This entails that
neither SIMPL nor Spell-Out are invoked by the other operation, that the domain of each
component’s application is determined autonomously by itself, without instruction by the
other.26 Thus, SIMPL can iterate for as many Pair-Merged structures as there are, and Spell-
Out may apply all at once to a phase, without consequence for the other operation. At the
same time, it is also reasonable to suppose neither operation can give conflicting
information to TRANSFER. Now, in (16), while SIMPL would predict a constituency of the
head and its adjunct, Spellout suggests that the constituency is with another head,27

thereby leading to contradictory information at TRANSFER. To incorporate this insight, we
postulate (22), taking the autonomy thesis itself to follow from the no look-ahead, look-
around property :

(22)  The information at TRANSFER is coherent.

In conclusion, let us consider the predictions we make for cross-linguistic variation in the
syntax of Pair-Merged constructions. The short answer is – next to nothing.28 As so far our
analysis is identical to Chomsky’s we expect the syntax of Pair-Merged categories to be
uniform across languages will have a uniform character -- SIMPLification will be optional,
but will not “repair” islandhood effects even if it does apply. While an examination of the
validity of this thesis for all kinds of Pair-Merged SOs belongs to a wider research agenda,
the evidence from Malayalam participle relatives indicates that both these expectations do
not hold.

2.3.1 Another Example: Malayalam Participle Relatives

Malayalam participle relatives differ from participle adjectives in languages like English in

                                                  

26 It must follow that extraposition is in effect quite local. Note that in (21), extraposition would have to take
the relative clause that Jack saw over and across the main stem of the tree. As yet, we have no concrete
explanation of the difficulties this poses, and must postpone further discussion of this.

27 One interesting contribution of the autonomy thesis is its expansion of the options available at TRANSFER,
as now both options of SIMPL before Spell-Out and vice-versa, although such an ordering must not be
extrinsically imposed. We do not expect that Spellout>SIMPL yields significant syntactic variation, as this
analysis will also yield a derivation that will be immutable in the NS, and a SIMPLified structure at LF. A
strong version of the “perfect vision” thesis will allow the spelled-out but not simplified SOs to be visible for
linearization, and copy-deletion.

28 One possible site of variation would result from the assumption that some Pair-Merged SOs may bear
unvalued +interpretable features. On the argument that such features need not be valued overtly, and that
such valuation may procrastinate until LF, (some) Pair-Merged SOS may access the features of the target
covertly. Post-SIMPLification, then an Agree relation will hold Such valuation is not predicted to have any
PF-effects, and will continue to be LF-islands, as the PIC is o voided by Agree.
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being tensed, and Mathew (2006a,b) analyses them to be of the category of FinP. (23a)
illustrates the normal word order, and (23b-d), the participle relatives. Note that, unlike
English, these relatives are not introduced by a WH-pronoun, but by a marker /–a/, which
is invariant and does not inflect for Case.

(23) a. raman  si:ta-kku innale ra:tri pasu-wine kodu-ttu
ram-NOM sita-DAT   yesterday night cow-ACC give-PST

Ram gave a cow to Sita yesterday night

b.  siitakku innale raatri pasu-wine kodu-tt-a raaman
`Ram who gave a cow to Sita yesterday night’

c. raaman innale raatri pasuwine kodutt-a siita
`Sita to whom Ram gave a cow yesterday night’

d. raaman siitakku innale raatri kodutt-a pasu
`The cow which Ram gave to Sita yesterday night’

Like the English relative, the Malayalam participle relative is treated as Pair-Merged in the
overt syntax and the PF-component and as SIMPLified in the LF-component. Stacked
multiple relatives in Malayalam in (27), receive the same range of interpretations and
exhibit the same constraints as the English (15).

(24) Jack panida viittil ta:masicca eliye tinna pu:cca a:nu idu
Jack built  house lived rat eaten cat is this
‘This is the cat that ate the rat that lived in the house the Jack built”

On the PF side as well, the facts of Malayalam scrambling suggest a Pair-Merge analysis –
the adjunct must spell-out with the head noun. Malayalam normally allows extensive
clause-internal scrambling, and (23a) may have any of the surface forms in (25):

(25) a. raman pasuwine si:takku koDuttu
b. si:takku pasuwine raman koDuttu
c. koDuttu si:takku raman pasuwine
d. pasuwine koDuttu raman si:takku
e, pasuwine raman si:takku koDuttu

As (26) shows, this flexibility of word order is suspended – the head noun must piedpipe the
participle relative with it, as in (29a), the participle cannot be stranded.

 (26) a. [raaman siitakku innale raatri kodutt-a pasu] idu ti a:nu
 Ram Sita-DAT yesterday night given -PRT cow this is
‘This is the cow that Ram gave Sita last night.’

b. * pasu idu raman si:takku koDutta a:nu
c. * koDutta pasu raman si:takku idu a:nu
d. * raman koDutta si:takku pasu idu  a:nu

At the same time, there are also intriguing differences between English and Malayalam
relatives Malayalam participle relatives can receive a restrictive interpretation, and not an
appositive one. As Grosu (2002) points out, an appositive reading of a relative clause is
distinguished from a restrictive one by the fact that the free variable in an appositive
cannot be bound by a c-commanding antecedent, but a restrictive one must, viz., the
contrast in (27). The Malayalam (28) must necessarily involve a bound variable
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interpretation, i.e. it has the interpretation of (27b). In other words, SIMPL must
obligatorily apply, a claim that is further substantiated by the fact that Malayalam does not
have free relatives at all.

(27) a. *Every student, who attended my course, submitted a term paper.
b. Every student who attended my course submitted a term paper

(28) ente ko:rs attend ceyt-a ella kuttikalum term paper submit ceytu.
My course attend do-PRT all children term paper submit did
‘Every student who attended my course submitted a term paper’

Furthermore, Malayalam participle relatives are not. Not only is this unexpected for
adjuncts in general, it is particularly so for Malayalam, which we have argued elsewhere
(Kidwai & Mathew 2005, 2006a,b), is highly sensitive to the PIC in the NS. In the normal
case, as in (29a)Malayalam does not allow wide scope for WH-, and the clause containing
the WH- must be clefted overtly. In (29b), where a WH- is embedded in a participle relative
however, no clefting is required for wide scope.

(29) a. [[[raaman aare konnu ennA] anup parañu]
Ram who-ACC killed that Anup said

(i) Anup said who killed Sita. [narrow scope]
(ii) *Who did Anup say killed Sita? [wide scope]

b. a:ra ezudi-ya pustakam si:ta va:yiccu? [wide scope]
who wrote-PRT book Sita read

‘ A book written by whom did Sita read?’

Recalling now the reasons why SIMPL does not feed covert WH-movement in English, note
that the impossibility amounted to the PIC, and the fact that English is a language that
orders Move before TRANSFER. The latter does not hold for Malayalam, as it is a WH-in situ
language, i.e. it orders Move after Spellout/TRANSFER. Consequently, wide scope of WH-
out of any embedded constituent is not unexpected, and the burden of the explanation for
why wide scope is possible in (29) shifts to the means by which PIC effects may be
overridden in Malayalam.

The source of the difference we believe lies in the fact that Malayalam participle relatives
are weak phases,29 as defined in (30), which, Chomsky suggests, do not attract the
restrictions of the PIC, repeated as (31):

(30) A strong phase is an instance of v or C with full argument structure and an edge-
feature.

(31) The Phase Impenetrability Condition

In the structure [ZP=PH1... Z... [HP=PH2 XP [H YP]]]

Spellout for PH1 is at PH2, where PH2 is a strong phase. The domain of H, for strong
phase HP, is not accessible to operations at ZP, but only H and its edge (where edge is

                                                  

29 A question frequently asked (e.g. Richards 2004) is whether a weak phase is a phase at all. Although we do
not have the space to do justice to this questions, one weak reason that some such formulation is needed is to
enable the construction of LAs. However, stronger reasons may also exist, if the weakness of a phasal head is
in fact determined computationally rather than specified lexically, as in Chomsky’s suggestion in MI that φ-
incompleteness of a VP may entail the weakness of v.
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the residue outside of H).

In general terms, an instance of a weak phase is a passive/unaccusative vP, and a strong
one would a transitive v, a CP with a WH-in its specifier. The consequence of being strong
or weak for a phase is the load that it imposes on working memory, which in turn
determine its longevity in the computation. Strong phases are subject to the PIC, and
therefore only the LIs on its edge may be accessed by further computation, and that too
only until the next higher strong phase is complete. Weak phases, on the other hand, are
not governed by the PIC, and therefore perpetually transparent to extraction, until the
next strong phase.

Following Mathew (2006a), we adopt the analysis of Malayalam participle relatives as a
weak phase FinP (Kidwai & Mathew 2005b). Then, for a WH- embedded in a FinP in a
language that orders Move after TRANSFER to have wide scope is, in fact, predicted,
without further addition to the theoretical apparatus.

To consider these remarks as an extension of Chomsky’s analysis of Pair-Merge would, in
our view, by exaggerated, as they are more in the nature of the exploration of a corollary.
The fact that the behavior of a Pair-Merged SO is determined by the properties intrinsic to
the SO (weak/strong phase) in conspiracy with the principles of FL, and the properties of
the steady state holds as a general property of syntactic theorizing. At the same time, we
believe that explicitly stating the corollary is helpful, particularly because it brings to the
fore the heterogeneity of clausal noun modifiers. In the next section, we show that their
insight provides a new means to capture, and speculate on, an old chestnut – center
embedding of relative clause, and the cross-linguistic variation in observing these effects.

3. Phases in the Practice of Pair-Merge

Another striking difference between English and Malayalam restrictive relatives is the
absence of the infamous center-embedding effects in stacked relative clauses in Malayalam.
The contrast is shown in (32) below:

(32) a. *The man that a woman that a child knows loves came
b. *This is the man that a woman that a child knows loves
c. kuttikku ariya:vunna stri snehikkunna a:l vannu

child known  woman loved man came
‘The man that a woman that a child knows loves came’

d. kuttikku ariya:vunna stri snehikkunna a:l idu a:nu
child known  woman loved man this is
‘This is the man that a woman that a child knows loves.’

In fact, ever since the phenomenon of English center-embedding was first highlighted in
the work of Chomsky & Miller (1963),30 the problem itself has become increasingly more

                                                  

30 Although received wisdom has it that the dislocation of center-embedding effects from a theory of
competence work was due to the work of Miller and Chomsky in the 1960s, we find that this referencing is
based on an overly partial reading. On revisiting these works however, we find a more complex formulation
of the problem, as well as a far greater skepticism of a “performance only” solution to the problem, given its
implication that language is somehow better designed “for the ease of the speaker rather than the hearer “
(Miller & Chomsky 1963:). Rather, their discussion concludes that speaker and hearer are equal: “ In short,
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intractable. The prevailing view has been that this difficulty must be captured in terms of
performance, rather than competence given that embedding at a single depth does not
produce similar effects. Given the grammaticality of (33), it is impossible to proscribe
center-embedding altogether. 31

(33) a. The man that a woman loves came
b. This is the man that a woman loves

Since Miller and Chomsky (1963), it has been known that the difficulties with center-
embedding follow from the fact that it engenders a “memory overload” effect. Although
specific formulations vary, the understanding is that processing more than two clauses
stretches the working memory resources of the human language “processor”. For example,
Kimball (1973) suggests that limitations on the processor’s resources can be quantified by
the number of partially processed clauses that can be kept in memory at any point in
processing a sentence, proposing that the processor can keep track of at most two
incomplete clauses at any one time. Center-embedding of the type in (33) overloads
working memory by requiring not two, but three clauses to be kept alive in memory.

Crosslinguistic research however has shown this formulation to be untenable, as a number
(but not all) SOV languages do not seem to exhibit these effects at all. As it is unlikely that
Malayalam and its speakers are so genetically distinguished as to have a higher processing
capacity, researchers have concluded that structural differences must lie at the source of
the crosslinguistic variance. However, even this has proved difficult to formulate (cf.
Gibson 1999; Stabler 1994; Lewis, 1993, 1996).

The dislocation of the problem into the study of performance has obscured the fact that the
examples in (51) can neither be parsed, nor produced, and that unlike garden path
sentences, they are not “cognitively penetrable”. A garden path ambiguity can be resolved
once we know what is intended, but it is impossible for recursive center-embedding to be
so resolved, even by as sophisticated a reader as a linguist. Witness this live below from an
article in the Speculative Grammarian (April 2006). The text is so impenetrable that it is
incomprehensible after the first sentence, and any native speaker will agree that such a
text can only be produced in the written form.32

(36) An apparently new speech disorder a linguistics department our correspondent
visited was affected by has appeared. Those affected our correspondent a local grad
student called could hardly understand apparently still speak fluently. The cause
experts the LSA sent investigate remains elusive. Frighteningly, linguists linguists
linguists sent examined are highly contagious. Physicians neurologists psychologists

                                                                                                                                                             

there seems to be little that we can say about the speaker and the hearer beyond the obvious fact that they
are limited finite devices that relate sentences and structural descriptions and that they are subject to the
constraint that time is linear”.

31 The other alternative -- a theory that restricts the depth of embedding to a single level -- is untenable, as
then we would have to explain why this restriction holds only on the left branch, given the perfect
grammaticality of the nursery rhyme we have been discussing.

32 In addition, the emphasis on the phrase-structure configuration of center-embedding has obfuscated the
fact that the sharp unacceptability characteristic of center-embedding obtains only with adjuncts, and
particularly relative clauses. This has considerably complicated the research space, but even after the
requisite spring-cleaning, we would argue that a competence-based argument of the sort we give in text is
better equipped to explain cross-linguistic variation.
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other linguists called for help called for help called for help didn’t help either. The
disorder experts reporters SpecGram sent consulted investigated apparently is a case
of pathological center-embedding!

We suggest the reason why a principled account has remained elusive to date is because the
explanation has never lain in performance at all, and in fact has always been a question for
our understanding of competence. We note with Joshi, Becker, & Rambow (1994) that “what
properties of language are considered to belong to performance, and what to competence is
not given a priori”, and that it is grammatical theorizing that makes these allocations:

“ Given a property P, whether or not P is a performance or a competence property
depends on the formal character of the grammars available to us. If we have a class
of grammars G, which is both linguistically adequate and also captures the
property P, then we adopt G and P becomes a competence property.”

We argue that the minimalist program is this requisite G, that motivates the relocation of
the center-embedding effect to competence, given that issues of the minimization of
working memory load and computational complexity lie at the heart of a phasal theory of
syntax. In the tentative formulations that follow, we speculate that such a restitution
provides us both with a simple and elegant description of the problem, as well as opens up
interesting avenues in the quest for an explanation.

At the time that the problem was first cast out from competence, only human processors
were actually constrained in their language use by “working memory – human producers
did not, at least in theories formulated about their behaviour, “have” any such issues. But
now, in minimalism they do, along with principles such as the PIC and the distinction
between weak and strong phases governing memory and forgetting. We believe that the
effect is a consequence of the fact that English relatives are strong phases, and that the
constraint on center-embedding is essentially in the same vein as the requirement that the
constraint on the evaluation of strong phases in (36). We state the competence constraint
that yields the center-embedding of strong phases as a violation of (37):

(36) In the structure [ZP=PH1... Z... [HP=PH2 XP [H YP]]], Spellout for PH1 is at PH2, where PH2 is
a strong phase.

(37) At TRANSFER, only two strong phases that do not share any features may be
computed at one time.33

Our intuition is that in the center-embedding case, SIMPL and Spellout provide conflicting
information for TRANSFER, and ultimately for the interface. Consider first how (37) does
not rule out the right-branching case in (15), repeated below as (38a), recalling our
proposal that SIMPL and Spellout (vP & CP) apply autonomously, as components of
TRANSFER.

(38) This is the rat that ate the malt that lay in the house that Jack saw

                                                  

33 As phrased 937) does not apply to complement CPS, as they share features with a head in the matrix. This is
the right result, we feel, as the ‘self-embedding’ complement CPs (cf. i) do not ever show the sharp
ungrammaticality that adjunct CPs do.

(i) Everybody knows the claim that the confession [that the fact [that the noble huntsman was kissing the
sleeping princess] might lift the curse] upset the evil witch-queen.
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    SIMPL         SPELL-OUT (       v        P &CP)   
a. SIMPL (rat, that ate the malt)  Spellout [this is the rat]
b. SIMPL (malt, that lay in the house)  Spellout [that ate the malt]
c. SIMPL (house, that Jack saw)  Spellout [that lay in the house]
d. Spellout [that Jack saw]

In (38), on a top-down application of Spell-out the adjunct is spelled out “adjacent” to its
head, i.e. in the derivationally next application of Spellout. The information given by
Spellout is thus coherent with that of SIMPL.

(39) describes the scenario of a conflict between the information provided by Spellout vs.
SIMPL for TRANSFER. Here, if an analogue of (38) were to be employed, an incoherence
results. Spellout would apply the phases to be the three CPs top-down, but this would not
entail only that the constituency given by SIMPL would not be replicated by the spell-out
order. For example, while SIMPL would tell TRANSFER that the head-adjunct pair is man,
that the woman loves, Spellout would tell TRANSFER that the constituency is the man came.34

(39) The man that the woman that the child knows loves came
a. SIMPL (man, that the woman loves)  Spellout [the man came]
b. SIMPL (woman, that the child knows)  Spellout [that the woman loves]
c. Spellout [that the child knows]

No center-embedding effects are expected when the adjunct is a weak phase, however, as
weak phases do not constitute an independent domain for the application of Spell-out. This
is what happens in Malayalam, and perhaps in English as well, as in (40), where a weak
phase participle is employed for noun modification, and no center-embedding effect
obtains:

(40) The man known to the woman seen by the child loved by his mother came

In conclusion, we would like to speculate why weak phases have such a negligible effect on
working memory as compared to a strong phase, by invoking Miller’s (1956) notion of
“chunking”. Miller’s work explores the tension between “the span of absolute judgment”
and “the span of immediate memory”, as different kinds of limitations that are imposed on
our ability to process information. Absolute judgment is limited by the amount of
information – bits of information that allow a choice between two likely alternatives –.
Immediate memory, on the other hand, is limited by the number of items of information –
number of chunks; but these that may not actually encode the requisite number of bits
necessary to make the absolute judgment.

Miller argues that given this limitation, whereby the fixed number of chunks limits access
to the complete information, humans employ a strategy of chunking, by which “we can
increase the number of bits of information that it contains simply by building larger and
larger chunks, each chunk containing more information than before”. One common
strategy is a process of recoding, by which, given an input “that contains many chunks with
few bits per chunk, “ the input is recoded “into another code that contains fewer chunks,

                                                  

34 Note that were compelling evidence for the ordering of Spellout after SIMPL to be found, (37) would still
rule out the center-embedding cases, as it could be argued that here the Spellout of all three strong phases
will have to be suspended, so as to accommodate the requirements of SIMPL.
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with more bits per chunk.”35

Using this tension between bits and chunks also enables Miller to estimate the channel
capacity of the observer: “it represents the greatest amount of information that he can give
us about the stimulus on the basis of an absolute judgment. The channel capacity is the
upper limit on the extent to which the observer can match his responses to the stimuli.”

Turning to human language, consider now how a phasal theory of syntax contributes to the
study of the “psychology” of language users. It seems to be natural to consider a phase to
constitute a Millerian chunk. The FL property of Merge+Agree, then, is the means by which
natural language builds “larger and larger chunks”, but the option of Pair-Merge can only,
as we have argued, thrive in an insulation, for most of the way, from the chunk built up by
Set-Merge. The difference between a Pair-Merged strong phase and a Pair-Merged weak
one is that the former is never available for recoding, but a weak phase is, as long as the
interface can read its semantic contribution.

Because of the efficiency of Merge+Agree in creating larger and larger chunks, the fact that
there is a channel capacity of human language can be obscured, but Pair-Merge of strong
phases reveals to us exactly what it is -- two chunks at the most, and beyond this threshold
must lie unacceptability – both for the speaker and the hearer. It must be then that the
evolutionary leap that gave humans language must have yoked together iterable
unbounded Merge with Agree. The relation Pair-Merge however is no residue of an earlier
Agree-less FL, but predicated upon the existence of Merge +Agree.
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